Instructions for SERLET APP
Select

next to proceed to the

Select

i to see the Credits

next page

Select the

section you
want to see
- Language material
-History
-Virtual Maps
-Exercises

1

Select the

category

(subject) you want to see
Select

Done to
get out of the
Credits'
section and
continue with
the other
sections

2

Vocabulary or
Dialogues to see the language
Select

material

Select

Back to return to the

previous screen

SHORTCUTS- IMAGES
Home: turns back to the screen you
select section

Language: turns back to the
screen you select category

History: turns back to the history
and culture section

Maps: turns back to the virtual
maps section

Exercises: turns back to the
revision exercises section

3

Select the

word

you want to see

Select the

language

you

want to see the list of words
Regional National English

Select

back to

return to the
previous screen

Select the

language

you want to see the "word"
Regional National English

Select the

star to

add your favorite
word to the
favorites list. When
the star becomes
yellow, then it has
been added to the
favorites list
Select the

camera

for the photo and
the sound

symbol

for the

audio

round
green symbol to
Select the

record your voice
and compare it with
the native speaker's
pronunciation (the
symbol then turns
dark green).
Select again the

round green
symbol to stop the
recording.
Select Save to save
your recording and
4
Play to listen
to
what you have
recorded.

After the

star has

turned yellow open

Favorites
list to see the word
the

or dialogue you have
added.
Select

Back to

return to the
previous screen

5

Select the

language you

want to see the "dialogue"
Regional National English

Select the

star

symbol to add your
favorite dialogue to
the favorites list.
When the star turns
yellow, it has been
added to the
favorites list

Select the camera
for the photo and
the sound

symbol

for the

audio
Select the video

camera for the
video

this
symbol to
Select

enlarge
the video to full
screen

Voice recording
See the instructions
of the previous
screen

6

Select

Done to return from

full screen to the normal
dialogue's screen

History or
culture section you
Select the

want to see

7

Press the

title or the pin of the city you want to

select

8

title or the pin to see the Monument or
Place of interest
Select the

9

Select

Check to move on

or see the Correct answer in
case you have made a mistake

See the photo and listen to

See immediately the

the audio

correct answer in
case you have made a mistake

10

Translate the word by using
the mobile's or tablet's

keyboard

sound
symbol to listen to the
Select the
audio

11

After each category of
exercises is finished a

Summary of the User's
progress appears together with
the Correct answers.

Continue

Select
for
moving on to the next set of
exercises

User's guide for revision exercises
Serlet revision exercises aim to test the user's knowledge
upon basic vocabulary and phrases of the regional language
already provided in the previous sections of the app, using
audiovisual means and variety of exercises.
The exercises are provided in sets according to their category
(thematology) in a sequence with increased difficulty. If the
user gives a wrong answer, immediately he receives a
message with the correct answer. Each set of exercises is
based on 4 essential words found in the vocabulary and
dialogues of each category (lesson). There are 20 sets of
exercises in total.
At the end of each set, the user can see a summary with his
score and all the correct answers of the set. The user can
have a second chance to the exercises, only when he has
finished answering all sets of exercises.
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